Over 30 years ago, the preprocessor cpp was developed to extend the programming language C by lightweight metaprogramming capabilities. Despite its error-proneness and low abstraction level, the preprocessor is still widely used in present-day software projects to implement variable software. However, not much is known about how cpp is employed to implement variability. To address this issue, we have analyzed forty open-source software projects written in C. Specifically, we answer the following questions: How does program size influence variability? How complex are extensions made via cpp's variability mechanisms? At which level of granularity are extensions applied? Which types of extension occur? These questions revive earlier discussions on program comprehension and refactoring in the context of the preprocessor. To provide answers, we introduce several metrics measuring the variability, complexity, granularity, and types of extension applied by preprocessor directives. Based on the collected data, we suggest alternative implementation techniques. Our data set is a rich source for rethinking language design and tool support.
INTRODUCTION
The C preprocessor (cpp) is a popular tool for implementing variable software. It has been developed to enhance C by Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. lightweight metaprogramming capabilities and is commonly used to merge files, make arbitrary textual substitutions, and define conditional code fragments (a.k.a. conditional inclusion) [21] . As the cpp tool is line-based, it can be used with any text artifact including other programming languages such as Java or C#. In the past, it has been observed that the use of cpp causes various problems: (1) the occurrence of syntactic and semantic errors during the generation of software products [23] ; (2) code pollution due to scattered and tangled #ifdefs (a.k.a. #ifdef hell) [32] ; (3) a decrease in maintainability and in ability to evolve [13] .
The implementation of variable software is also a major goal of software product line engineering. A software product line (SPL) is a set of software-intensive systems sharing a common, managed set of features that satisfy the specific needs of a particular market segment or mission and that have been developed from a common set of core assets in a prescribed way [8] . Software product line engineering aims at managing variability among the different software products (a.k.a. variants) of a product line and facilitating reuse in that the products of the product line share as many common core assets as possible, such as source code artifacts [8, 11, 27] .
It is widely assumed that the variability mechanism of the cpp tool is used quite frequently in the implementation of SPLs [1, 12, 18, 33] . We believe this assumption to be true and contribute to the discussions on the connection between preprocessors and SPLs started in prior work with a substantial set of case studies. We answer the following questions: How does program size influence variability of SPLs? How complex are the extensions applied by features via cpp's variability mechanisms? At which level of granularity are extensions applied? Which types of extension occur? We argue that insights into the implementation problems of features solved with cpp help to judge whether cpp usage causes problems with regard to code pollution, error-proneness, and reduced maintainability and ability to evolve. An analysis of cpp usage also allows developers to estimate the effort and benefits of migrating to other, more well-founded implementation techniques for SPL engineering, such as aspects [17, 24] or various flavors of feature modules [5, 6] .
To answer the questions above, we analyzed forty opensource software systems of different sizes (thousands to millions lines of code) taken from different domains including operating systems, database systems, and compilers. We propose a set of metrics that allow us to infer and classify cpp usage patterns and to map the patterns to common SPL implementation concepts. Our analysis reveals that cpp is used to a large extent to implement and control variability in SPL code bases (on the average 23 % of each case study's code base is variable). In general, the preprocessor can be used at every level of granularity, but we found that most extensions occur at a high level of granularity (e.g., adding a whole function). The patterns of cpp usage, which we have identified, indicate that alternative, more systematic SPL implementation techniques are feasible and can improve code quality and reduce error-proneness. The degree of detail of the usage patterns even enables us to suggest specific techniques (e.g., aspects and feature modules) that match the properties of the implementation problems found in the software projects analyzed.
Our greater goal is to raise the awareness of the problems of implementing variability with ad-hoc mechanisms like preprocessor directives and to initiate a discussion on the feasibility of well-founded SPL implementation techniques.
To summarize, we make the following contributions:
• We discuss patterns for implementing variability using cpp.
• We propose a set of metrics for identifying and classifying cpp usage patterns that map to well-known concepts in SPL engineering.
• We present data collected with our tool suite cppstats on forty open-source software systems of different sizes and from different domains.
• Based on the data obtained, we analyze correlations between the size of a software system and the variability issues stated earlier.
• We discuss the feasibility and benefits of using alternative SPL implementation techniques.
BACKGROUND
Before we begin with the variability analysis and the evaluation of the collected data, we introduce SPLs, the preprocessor cpp, and cpp's role in SPL development.
Software Product Lines
An important concept in SPL engineering is that of a feature. A feature represents an optional or incremental unit of functionality [6, 11, 16] . Different programs, called variants, can be generated by selecting different features. For example, features can be optional or can form a group of alternative features.
Usually, a feature's implementation extends a program in one or more places, called extension points. If a feature extends multiple points and is not modular, its code is scattered across the software system (code scattering). The code of features is often tangled with the base code and possibly with code of other features (code tangling). Extensions made by a feature can be classified into homogeneous and heterogeneous extensions [5, 10] . A homogeneous extension adds the same piece of code at different extension points and a heterogeneous extension adds different pieces of code at different extension points. Previous studies indicate that scattered and tangled feature code as well as homogeneous and heterogeneous extensions occur frequently in SPLs [4, 9, 17] .
The C Preprocessor (cpp)
The preprocessor cpp is a stand-alone tool for text processing, which enhances C by lightweight metaprogramming capabilities [21] . Although initially invented for C, the preprocessor is not limited to a specific language and can be used for arbitrary text and source code transformations [13] . The cpp tool works on the basis of directives (a.k.a. macros), that control syntactic program transformations.
The directives supported by the cpp tool can be divided into four classes: file inclusion, macro definition, macro substitution, and conditional inclusion. In cpp-based SPL development, macro definitions (#define) and conditional inclusions (#ifdef 2 ) are most important.
SPL Development with cpp
In order to illustrate how to implement variability with cpp, we use a simple example of a list data structure with different features, such as Sortalgo (sorting algorithms), Sortorder (ascending or descending order), and Dlinked (doubly linked list), shown in Figure 1 . Common source code of the SPL is represented, using the capabilities of the programming language C, in terms of data abstraction (data types; e.g., struct T node on Line 11) and procedural abstraction (functions; e.g., insert on Line 24). To implement variable source code using the cpp tool, two things are necessary: (1) the definition of a feature constant that can be referred to in the source code and (2) the inclusion of additional source code representing the incremental functionality (feature code).
A programmer uses the macro #define to set a feature constant (e.g., Dlinked on Line 4). Feature constants can also be defined externally in makefiles, in configuration files, or during the compiler invocation. The cpp tool provides logical operators (e.g., &&) and bit operators (e.g., &) to combine multiple feature constants to complex feature expressions. 3 A feature expression represents the condition that controls the inclusion or exclusion of feature code. That is, based on the evaluation of a feature expression, all subsequent lines of source code up to the next #ifdef are included or excluded depending on whether the expression evaluates to true or false (e.g., Line 15 is included if feature Dlinked is selected). We call the use of #ifdef also source code annotation. Based on the definition of feature constants, the programmer is able to influence the evaluation of the feature expression and, consequently, the presence or absence of feature code. Furthermore, #ifdef macros can be nested, and the evaluation of a nested #ifdef depends on the evaluation of the enclosing #ifdefs.
Technically, every source code fragment that is enclosed by #ifdef is an optional feature. The specification of alternative features relies either on (1) multiple #ifdefs (e.g., feature Sortalgo on Line 5 with the mutually exclusive options Nosort, Insertionsort, and Bubblesort) or (2) the #if-#elif-#else combination for specifying alternative source code (e.g., feature Sortorder on Lines 40, 42, and 44).
The code which implements a feature is often scattered across the SPL's code base. Examples are the implementations of the features Dlinked (e.g., Line 14 and 20) and Sortalgo (e.g., Line 25, 29, 36, and 46 
METHODOLOGY
Before we present and discuss the results of our analysis, let us have a closer look at the questions stated in the introduction regarding variability. Let us explain why these questions are important and describe how we obtain answers to them.
Research Questions
Our analysis lays the ground for answering a wide spectrum of questions regarding several areas in SPL engineering. We concentrate on four questions covering two areas: (1) program comprehension and (2) refactoring. The first area contributes to discussions on program understanding, whereas the latter refers to the applicability of alternative SPL implementation techniques. Prior case studies on the preprocessor with respect to comprehension and refactoring either focused on cpp's variability mechanisms at a theoretical level [18, 19] or aimed already at refactorings of individual applications [1] . In contrast to these case studies, we are interested in the general picture of the practical use of cpp's variability mechanisms.
Comprehension

How does program size influence variability?
Usually, a large software system provides more features than a small software system. A large code base increases the potential of variability. We are interested in how many feature constants occur in the source code because they mark possible configuration parameters and define the configuration space of an SPL. Furthermore, we are interested in the amount of feature code because it represents variability at the source code level at which the programmer operates. A high variability increases significantly the chances that the problems stated previously (e.g., syntactic and semantic errors or code pollution) occur. We argue that ad-hoc variability mechanisms are only manageable up to a certain scale.
How complex are extensions made via cpp's variability mechanisms?
This question addresses the presence of scattered and tangled feature code. We are interested in whether a higher number of features increases the degrees of scattering and tangling. Furthermore, we are interested in the number of nested #ifdefs, a special case of source code tangling. It is reasonable to expect that a high degree of scattering, tangling, and nested #ifdefs impair comprehension.
Refactoring
At which level of granularity are extensions applied?
This question is motivated directly by prior discussions on the granularity of extensions in SPLs [18, 19] . These discussions address the necessity of modularization techniques applied at a fine grain, such as statement and expression extensions or function signature changes. Although the cpp tool allows a programmer to annotate code even at the finest level of granularity [18] , not much is known about the necessity to make such fine-grained extensions. Further discussions on the modularization of features also motivate this question [17, 26, 34] , because most modular SPL implementation techniques either lack the ability to make finegrained extensions [18, 26] or require workarounds [17, 30] . To this end, we are interested in the level of and extent to which features cause fine-grained extensions. A high number of fine-grained extensions incur the necessity of modularization techniques, whereas a small number may not.
Which types of extension occur?
This question targets the strengths and weaknesses of alternative SPL implementation techniques. For example, homogeneous extensions can be implemented easily with aspect-oriented language extensions of C because they provide a quantification mechanism for extending multiple places in the source code at a time. Heterogeneous extensions can be specified by simpler mechanisms such as mixins or feature modules [5, 6] . Furthermore, this question is motivated by a prior case study on the use of AspectJ [4] , in which it has been observed that most extensions in AspectJ source code are heterogeneous; we want to find out, whether this observation also applies to cpp-based SPL implementations.
Metrics
We cannot measure cpp usage in terms of comprehension and refactoring directly. Hence, we introduce a set of metrics that represent these objectives. We measure each metric after normalizing the source code of each software system (i.e., removing comments and so on). Next, we explain each metric, how we measure it, and why it is useful for our evaluation and for subsequent discussions.
Lines of Code (LOC).
The LOC metric represents the size of a software system. We measure it by counting the number of newlines of every normalized source code file and use it later to discuss the influence of program size on the remaining metrics.
Comprehension
Number of Features Constants (NOFC). The NOFC metric reflects directly the configuration dimension of an SPL and, to this end, provides insights into the variability and complexity of the SPL. We measure this metric by extracting feature constants from feature expressions in the source code and sum them per project. Our list SPL (Figure 1 ) contains six feature constants (Insertionsort, Bubblesort, Dlinked, Sortalgo, and Sortorder). 
Lines of Feature Code (LOF).
The LOF metric is the number lines of feature code that are linked to feature expressions. It tells us whether a small or a large fraction of the code base is variable. We extract this metric by counting the number of lines between two #ifdefs in source code files and sum them per project. 
Scattering Degree (SD) and Tangling Degree (TD).
The SD metric is the number of the occurrences of feature constants in different feature expressions. We measure this metric by extracting feature constants from feature expressions and calculate the average and standard deviation per project of all occuring feature constants. This metrics tells us about the complexity of feature implementations. A widely scattered feature that extends a software system in several files and at multiple extension points is more complex (e.g., for maintenance tasks) than a feature that makes only a few extensions in a single file.
The TD metric is the number of different feature constants that occur in a feature expression. A low TD is preferable, because a high number of tangled feature constants in feature expressions may impair program comprehension.
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Average Nesting Depth of #ifdefs (AND). The AND metric reflects the average nesting depth of #ifdefs. We calculate the average and the standard deviation of all #ifdefs in a file and compute, based on these values, the average and standard deviation for a project. Since nested #ifdefs form feature expressions, this metric is useful for discussions on program comprehension.
Refactoring
Granularity (GRAN).
Since cpp can be used with different host languages, arbitrary changes such as coarse-and finegrained extensions are possible. Coarse-grained extensions add new functions or data structures, whereas fine-grained extensions add source code pieces, such as statement and expression extensions or function signature changes [18] . To this end, we introduce the GRAN metric, which is the number of #ifdefs that occur at particular levels in the source code.
Based on prior work [18] and on the capabilities of alternative SPL implementation techniques, we measure the GRAN metric at six granularity levels of interest: the global level (GL; e.g., adding a structure or function; Figure 1, Line 20) , function or type level (FL; e.g., adding an if-block or statement inside a function or a field to a structure; Figure 1 , Line 25), block level (BL; e.g., adding a block; Figure 1 , Line 36), statement level (SL; e.g. varying the type of a local variable), expression level (EL; e.g., changing an expression; Figure 1 , Line 40), or function signature level (ML; e.g., adding a parameter to a function). The metric provides insight into the granularity of cpp-based SPLs and is used in the discussion section to evaluate alternative SPL implementation techniques. We measure the metric by counting the number of occurrences of #ifdefs at each GRAN level and sum them up for each project. Type (TYPE). The programmer labels several parts in the source code as feature code either with distinct extensions (heterogeneous) or with the same extension using code duplicates (homogeneous). The TYPE metric is the number of occurrences of particular extensions in the source code. We distinguish three types, homogeneous extension (HOM), heterogeneous extension (HET), and their combination (HEHO) by comparing subsequent lines of source code that belong to the same feature expression using exact string comparison; we discuss this threat to validity later). We use this metric to discuss possible refactorings.
ANALYSIS
We analyzed forty different open-source software systems written in C. We limited our analysis to C, because it is used widely in software development and the range of public available open-source projects varies from small (∼ 10 KLOC) to very large (> 1,000 KLOC). This section describes the selected software systems, the setup of our analysis, and the collected data.
We list the selected software systems in Table 1 . Our selection covers a variety of different domains, such as operating systems and application software, to give as complete an overview of cpp usage as possible. We consider these software systems SPLs, because all of them contain several optional and alternative features, such as support for different platforms and application-specific configuration options.
To make the data of the different software systems comparable, we applied first some syntactic source code adjustments to the system's code base: we deleted blank lines and comments and formatted the code uniformly. Furthermore, we used the tool src2srcml 7 to generate an XML representation of the source code [25] for measuring the granularity of extensions made with cpp. The XML representation has all information of the basic language C in the form of an abstract syntax tree (AST ) with additional information on the pre- processor statements. The two levels of programming (the metalevel of cpp and the source code level of C) have separate namespaces in XML, which gave us the opportunity to conduct a coherent and separate analysis of the source code.
We measured the metrics introduced in the Section 3.2 on the XML representation. Basically, the analysis rests on the traversal of the XML-annotated source code using our self-written tool cppstats. This tool and the comprehensive data for each system are available at our project's Web site.
8 Table 2 on page 10 depicts the condensed data of all forty software systems analyzed with our tool cppstats.
INTERPRETATION & DISCUSSION
The collected data provide answers to various research questions. Here, we focus on program comprehension and 8 http://fosd.de/cppstats/ refactoring). During the refactoring discussion, we concentrate on two alternative SPL implementation techniques: (1) aspects [22] and (2) feature modules [5] . We limit our discussion to these two because, in our view, they have been receiving most attention from the academic community regarding implementation of variability in recent years. Subsequent to the data interpretation and refactoring discussion, we discuss possible threats to validity.
The percentages given in this section are the average and the standard deviation (a±s). All plots illustrate one of the metrics LOC and NOFC compared with some other metric. Additionally, we calculated the correlation coefficient between the metrics being compared using the method of Kendal [20] , because all input data are not normally distributed.
Comprehension
How does program size influence variability?
The data reveal that the variability of a software system increases with its size (Figure 2 a) . This is confirmed by the correlations between the metrics LOC and NOFC as well as LOC and LOF, which correlate highly. We can explain this correlation with the observation that larger software systems usually exhibit more configuration parameters and, consequently, are more variable. The amount of variable source code (LOF metric) in each project correlates with its size and is on the average 23±17 % (Figure 2 b) .
The LOF metric reveals two interesting issues. First, we found that, in some mid-size software systems such as libxml2, openvpn, sqlite, and vim, the amount of feature code exceeds 50 % of the code base. Second, the four largest software systems (freebsd, gcc, linux, and opensolaris) contain a smaller percentage of variable source code compared to the average. A reason for both issues may be that the specification of configurable features is more complex in larger systems than in smaller ones. The higher complexity aligns with possibly more scattered and tangled features, a correlation which we address next.
How complex are extensions via cpp's variability mechanisms?
The complexity of cpp-based SPL implementations increases with the increasing use of feature constants in feature expressions and of #ifdef nesting (SD, TD, and AND metric). We observed that the size of a software system either correlates only at a very low level (SD and TD metric) or does not correlate with the number of features (AND metric). All data points are widely scattered and each correlation coefficient is close to zero. That is, we argue that there is no relationship between the number of features in a software system and the complexity in terms of feature constants. Initially, we expected that, in software systems with a high number of feature constants, the complexity of feature expressions (more feature constants are involved) to be higher than in smaller software systems, but the complexity stays the same.
Notably, the standard deviation of the scattering degree is in most systems quite high (e.g., emacs, freebsd, lynx, and python). That is, a significant number of feature constants incur a high scattering degree and the respective implementation scatters possibly across the entire system. However, we cannot infer from the scattering degree the places at which feature constants occur in the source code. The scattered feature constant may only appear in a subsystem (e.g., a group of files). In the future, this should be investigated in more detail.
The mean and the standard deviation of the tangling degree are quite small in most systems (1 to 3 on average) and, consequently, the complexity of feature expressions is low. A lower complexity is preferable, because feature expressions that consist of a high number of feature constants impair program comprehension. In addition to the scattering and tangling degree, we measured the average depth of nested #ifdefs ( Figure 3 c; AND  metric) . Notably, in all software systems, the average AND is approx. 1, which means that nesting is used moderately (i.e., the number of nested #ifdefs does not grow with the number of feature constants -NOFC metric). A lower AND is preferable, because the programmer has to be aware of outer #ifdefs when reasoning about inner code. We also determined the maximum number of nested #ifdefs in a file. Two projects (freebsd and gcc) reached a maximum number of 24. The rest of the systems remained at 2 to 9. We argue that high numbers of nested #ifdefs are not manageable, impair program comprehension, and increase the potential for errors. Furthermore, a high AND may reduce the potential for refactorings. Since a nested #ifdef depends on the enclosing one, the dependency between both #ifdefs has to be taken into consideration when a refactoring should be applied.
Refactoring
At which level of granularity are extensions applied?
The data reveal that programmers use fine-grained extensions (e.g., statement or expression extensions) infrequently.
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The overall occurrence of these extensions is 1.8±1.8 % on the average. Two projects use them slightly more frequently: (1) lighttpd with 6 % statement extensions and (2) vim with 6 % expression extensions. Although specific modularization techniques have been proposed for implementing fine-grained extensions [30, 14, 26] , their usefulness seems to be limited.
Most extensions occur at the global level (GL metric; 46±12 %): enclosing functions, type declarations/definitions, 9 Less than 1 % of the extensions did not match the patterns of our GRAN metric.
or (re-)definitions of feature constants. These extensions can be realized by SPL implementation techniques, such as aspects or feature modules, in which the introduction of functions or types is supported [6] .
Beneath the global level the second largest set of extensions occur at the function and block level (FL and BL metric; 33±9 % and 19±7 %): enclosings (e.g., an if-block or a statement) inside a function. Both extension types are harder to apply, because extensions can appear at every point of a function, and not all proposed techniques provide particular patterns for matching them. The most promising SPL implementation technique is the aspect, which enables extensions beneath the function or type level by addressing particular extension points. However, the data do not reveal whether an implementation technique is applicable and workarounds for refactorings using either feature modules or aspects may be necessary [17, 29] . 4. Which types of the extension occur? Our data reveal that 89±6 % of the extensions are heterogeneous (HET metric). Homogeneous extensions (HOM metric) add up to 5±5 % and the combination of both extension types (HEHO metric) makes up to 4±2 %. Aspects are well known for their ability to implement homogeneous extensions [5] . We observed that 5 % of the extensions would benefit from aspects; 89 % would suffice with simpler mechanisms, such as mixins or feature modules; for the rest of the extensions a combination of aspects and feature modules would be profitable [5] .
The data coincide with an analysis conducted by Apel [4] , which revealed that most extensions are heterogeneous. Apel analyzed the use of AspectJ rather than cpp, but the results are similar.
Threats to Validity
Limitation to a single language. Programming languages provide different mechanisms for the implementation of SPLs. For example, C++ provides template metaprogramming, which can replace most cpp macros for SPL implementations [11, 31] . We limit our analysis to C to make the results of the analyzed software systems comparable. Selection of the software systems. A major problem with case studies is the selection of the objects of study because a biased selection can render the results useless. We are aware of this problem; to minimize it, we selected a large number of software systems of different domains for our analysis. Source code. Different coding conventions used in software systems may lead to wrong conclusions. For this reason, we preprocessed the analyzed software systems by eliminating comments, empty lines, and include guards, and by applying source code pretty printing. Feature detection. Our analysis is limited to the source code and to #ifdefs. But the representation, selection, and implementation of features is not limited to #ifdefs. Additional configuration layers, like configuration scripts or tools are also used in SPL engineering. A comprehensive analysis of these configuration layers is out of scope. Our focus on the source code coincides with the programmer's point of view in feature implementation. We expect the amount of configurable source code to increase when we include the additional configuration layers. This traces back to the selection of files, modules, etc. High-level and low-level features. An automated analysis of the source code cannot distinguish well between highand low-level features. High-level features represent requirements of stakeholders, whereas low-level features reflect design decisions made by programmers (e.g., tracing or portability issues like different types of signed integers for different compilers or platforms), which are not of interest to most stakeholders [3] . Making this distinction is not possible without additional expertise regarding the software systems and the domains. Here, we are not interested in it, because we are only looking at the usage of cpp's variability mechanisms at the implementation level. Feature expression equality. We use string comparison to check the equality of different feature expressions to determine which code fragments belong to the same expression. Our analysis misses the semantic equivalence of feature expressions like A && B and B && A. However, we found that these occur rarely in the SPLs analyzed. In a random inspection of 12 smaller SPLs, we found the error for not considering the equivalence to be below 2.5 %.
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Heterogeneous and homogeneous extensions. The classification of extensions into heterogeneous and homogeneous is common in the software engineering literature [5, 9] . Our tool distinguishes heterogeneous from homogeneous source code fragments by string comparison. Thus, character-based, syntactic changes in the source code are not classified correctly. The additional information we gather on the AST does not help here, because semantically equivalent source code fragments can differ in syntax and are thus not recognized by a comparison of subtrees of the AST. The problem is even more serious, because arbitrary extensions that destroy the source code structure are possible with the preprocessor. Generally, the problem is related to the determination of code clones [7] . However, to our knowledge, there is no code clone detection tool capable of comparing arbitrary source code fragments for equality. A combination of our analysis tool with code clone detection tools may lead to more precise results. We expect a higher number of homogeneous extensions. Our measurement marks a lower bound of homogeneous extensions. Mapping of #ifdefs to AST elements. For creating an AST and mapping #ifdefs to AST elements, we rely on the tool src2srcml. Especially, the GRAN and TYPE metrics rely heavily on the correctness of this mapping. The authors of src2srcml use an extensive test suite to verify the relation of #ifdefs and source code in the XML representation.
PERSPECTIVE
Our analysis provides a substantial amount of data that is valuable for further research on language design and tool support. The data are (1) a basis for discussions on the feasibility of implementation techniques for implementing SPLs and (2) valuable input for language designers and tool writers. Nevertheless, while performing the analysis, several issues came up which we plan to address in further research.
Although we selected a large number of software systems covering a variety of domains, we cannot infer valuable information on cpp usage regarding a specific domain, because the number of systems for each domain is too small. However, we believe that the usage of cpp's variability mechanisms is not just a question of program size, but also of the domain. For example, the variability of operating systems (e.g., driver implementations) to support different hardware platforms may be different than in a Web server. Our results reveal that the Web servers analyzed are more variable in terms of configuration parameters (NOFC metric) and source code (LOF metric) than the operating systems analyzed, but the sample is too small to draw a general conclusion. We plan to investigate particular domains in isolation in terms of comprehension and refactoring and to look for differences and similarities to the case study presented here.
Our analysis covers only one specific release of each software system. We believe that gathering data of a software system over time reveals interesting insights into its adaptation and evolution. These may involve the support of a new platform, a new functionality, or the adaptation to structural changes. To this end, we plan to apply cppstats also to consecutive versions of a software system to contribute to the findings of previous work [1, 28] .
Finally, based on the granularity and homogeneous/heterogeneous metrics, we plan to explore the possibility of automated refactorings of #ifdefs. To this end, we look for patterns of cpp-based extensions and map them to alternative SPL implementation techniques. Our goal is to provide tool support to programmers with suggestions on possible refactorings in legacy applications [1] .
RELATED WORK
The cpp tool has been the subject of several papers in the past. We group them according to program comprehension and refactoring and discuss the relation to our work.
Comprehension
The most comprehensive analysis of the cpp tool was conducted by Ernst et al. [12] . The authors presented results of an analysis covering mainly the facilities and possible pitfalls of macro expansion. We complement their case study with detailed information about variability implementation.
Krone and Snelting proposed a tool that extracts #ifdefs from software systems to compute the configuration structure [23] . The tool covers only the coupling of feature constants; it neglects the implementation part (feature code) in terms of homogeneity and granularity.
Favre covered cpp usage in software development from a general point of view without looking at it empirically [13] .
Refactoring
Adams et al. proposed a set of patterns for refactorings of #ifdefs into aspects [1] . The authors tested their approach on one software system. Other researchers also addressed the use of aspects for refactoring [2] . Our metrics enable a discussion of different SPL implementation techniques for refactorings. Furthermore, we provide data obtained from several software systems, which provides a more realistic view of cpp's usage.
Kästner et al. raised questions of granularity at a theoretical level [18] . The authors could not draw conclusions on the necessity of certain implementation techniques. Our work contributes to this discussion.
There is a significant amount of work on cpp-aware refactorings [15, 33, 35] . This work aims at refactorings within C programs. In contrast, our analysis provides data for discussions on the applicability of other SPL implementation techniques, such as aspects or feature modules, to replace #ifdefs.
CONCLUSION
We presented a comprehensive analysis of variability mechanisms (usage of conditional inclusion; #ifdefs) of the preprocessor cpp. We highlighted the connection between the capabilities of cpp and the concepts of SPL engineering. To this end, we formulated four research questions regarding the variability of software systems in general, the complexity, granularity, and types of extension. We proposed a set of metrics for answering these questions and analyzed forty publically available open-source software systems with more than thirty million lines of code.
We found that cpp's mechanisms are used frequently for implementing source code that is optional or incremental, as it occurs in SPLs (on the average 23 % of the code base in a project is variable). Furthermore, we observed that the complexity of these extensions is independent of the size of the software system. Another result is that most extensions occur at a high level of granularity (programmers use #ifdefs mostly to enframe functions or entire blocks, such as ifstatements or for-loops). This is promising, especially, when considering refactorings using alternative SPL implementation techniques, such as aspects or feature modules, that provide similar mechanisms for implementing such variabilities. Finally, we found that most extensions are heterogeneous and, consequently, that the quantification mechanisms of aspect-oriented languages are not needed frequently.
The data we have collected can serve as input for the research area on language design and tool support and may permit answers to further questions on SPL engineering. 
